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While the U.S. may be safe as the world's dominant economy for now, there are signs that it is beginning to lose its edge as a technological leader. This is due to the findings released by mobile analytics firm Flurry, which have recently studied the development of applications and their origin. Their findings are insightful
as they reveal that the U.S. is no longer leading the way in creating new applications, with its market share down from 45% in 2011 to a pale 36% in 2013. This is in stark contrast to the software industry landscape in 2008, when America produced about 68% of all sales units and was distinguished as a clear market
leader. While some may consider America's declining market share as negative, it simply reflects the fact that the mobile app industry is now a truly global phenomenon. With developing economies, such as China, Brazil and Russia, now a leader in technological innovation, Android users can enjoy an even more diverse
range of applications. With this in mind, let's take a look at the most popular apps and why you should download them.1 EaysisDo Smart Assistant: An app for Just about EverythingRating: 4/5 (3848 comments)While we may all need a personal assistant from time to time, this is too much financial burden for most of us to
bear. Thanks to the wonderful world of mobile apps, however, Android users can now access the best thing with Smart Assistant It's easy to do. Created by EverygivenDo Inc., this multifunctional app allows users to access a fully functional personal assistant service that allows them to do everything from monitoring
important emails at work to receiving birthday notifications and bad weather warnings in real time. If you are struggling to balance your personal and professional life, this app will at least help you ease the burden of a hectic program. 2. Comes: App for AndroidRating users: 4.2/5 (1127626 comments)Video is an
increasingly important component of our daily lives, both in terms of how we access the information and methods used to market products and services. In terms of video marketing alone, consumers now watch about 46 billion videos online each year and are increasingly relying on the information that is delivered
through the audio-visual environment. The Vine app allows Android users to achieve this trend because it has the ability to shoot six-second videos that can be incorporated into Twitter and other social media platforms. Videos shot by the same user can also be integrated into a single profile, so you can share multiple
movies with other users. 3. Duolingo: An application for language learning for FreeRating: 4.7/5 (3633169 reviews)While social network development and remote interaction could have removed many of the barriers to international communication, the ability to speak multiple languages still has considerable value. For
people who need to move for work or are to travel in different, far thrown global resorts, for example, multilingual skills can be worth their weight in gold. The Duolingo language app is one of the most innovative educational tools on the Android market because it challenges users to learn their choice of Spanish, German,
French, Italian or Portuguese, asking them to match images with the selected words. The app is also tiered and staged to be competitive, so successful responses will allow you to progress, while incorrect responses will cost you precious time and points.4. Pocket app: View offline content onlineRating: 4.5/5 (1247,372
reviews)While browsing the Internet, you're likely to encounter a number of multimedia content. The packed and crowded nature of the World Wide Web makes it easy to overlook potentially vital content, so Pocket App for Android phones therefore serves a crucial and often underestimated function. In short, it allows you
to save interesting content for offline reading, which means you can view videos, tutorials, and articles at any time, whether or not you have an active Internet connection.5 The Any.do App: The Ultimate To-do ListRating: 4.5/5 (263062 comments)While most of us will work out a list of things to do at one time or another,
how many of us actually complete the built-in tasks in the allowed time? The Any.do app will help you make yourself more productive because it allows you to create an easy-to-make list to make easily accessible and real-time on your Android device. It also provides a sound reminder every time a task is due, which in
turn means that there is no excuse to lose deadlines or forget important appointments. As a free organizing tool, it is among the best available for modern consumers.6. Camscanner app: New face of digital technologyRating: 4.5/5 (896,376 reviews)With the Camscanner app downloaded to your Android phone, the use
of digital technology will never be the same again. Essentially, it cancels the need for a conventional scanner because it processes documents using the android camera. There is no limit on the number of documents you scan, while the process speed is particularly fast. You can also edit these documents using this
software because the application has tools to contrast and change brightness.7. Google Keep: The Last Word in Note-Taking ApplicationsRating: 4.4/5 (563724 comments) While notes-taking apps are nothing new, Google Keep takes the concept on a completely different level. For starters, it boasts a much higher
capacity than standard tools, after you can take down notes in real time while, for adding photos and reminders. In addition, the app also allows you to create checklists and voice notes that can be accessed and shared at any time while moving. This allows you to keep your notes organized in one online space without
having to use alternative software packages.8 Game Game e-Book Reader: Absorption of while information on MoveRating: 3.9/5 (1234656 comments)If there is a trend that defines modern technology, it is the development of tools and applications that allow users to perform tasks while mobile. Take Android compatible
Play Books e-Book Reader, for example, which can be installed directly on your phone and features a full dictionary function. This app is particularly useful for students because it allows them to review the materials and review their chosen topic during the move and regardless of their exact geographic location.9 Merriam
Webster and WordWeb: Ultimate Online DictionaryRating: 4.5/5 (370351 comments) While Google's burgeoning Play store is full of functional dictionary and lexicon applications, a few of which have the scope and sophistication of Merriam Webster and WordWeb. Offering a comprehensive catalogue of concise words
and definitions, this app also provides access to a pronunciation tool that lets you improve your speech and oration. As intentional and multi-purpose applications go, Merriam Webster and WordWeb remains one of the most sought after among Android users. 10. Feedly: A real-time source of Global NewsRating: 4.5/5
(276,322 comments) News and resource sites are all raging in 2013, especially as users like to enjoy content from a number of alternative sources. The most popular application of its kind is Feedly, which has emerged as the most viable alternative to the now defunct Google Reader. With an easy-to-navigate interface
and a range of variable viewing options designed to enhance the reading experience, Feedly lets you take breaking news at the touch of a button. Bottom lineAs the market for mobile and Android applications continues to grow and evolve, users can benefit from an increasingly diverse selection of tools and accessories.
So while America's market share of newly designed and created apps may be declining, this does not have a negative impact on the level of innovation in the industry or the Experience of Android users. It's 2019, and no matter how much your hipster friend wants to tweet otherwise, mobile apps are as much a part of our
lives as the growing price of morning late. With more than 2 million apps to choose from, the technical possibilities are endless – but your phone's precious battery certainly isn't. How should you know which ones you really need to have? If your idea of fun tries each app until you find the perfect combination to meet your
daily needs, go ahead. But for those who don't want to waste time scrolling through the App Store, we've rounded up a list of mobile apps to keep your day running smoothly, from waking up to bed. GET OFF to a good Cost: FreeBy now, we know that hitting the snooze button for a few extra zzz doesn't actually give you
more energy, and can start the morning at a pretty unproductive pace. So if if I hate waking up in the morning, what are you supposed to do? Enter Alarmy, the app that will get your ass out of bed - literally. There are three separate ways to turn off the excessively annoying alarm: shake, fix, or snap. Shaking the phone
as a salt shaker for a certain amount of reps gives the forearms a mini-workout and gets the blood flowing, making going back to sleep a little impossible. Solving a math problem? Easy for some, harder for others, but it still gets brain cells kicking (and it's definitely a better alternative to scrolling social media first thing in
the morning). But the actual pay out is the snap feature, where you have to take a photo of a preset location in your home. When you finish one of these, you're awake. Screenshot via Keelo/ShutterstockKeeloCost: Free, premium plan $12.99/monthBetween walking, driving, or taking public transport to the gym and back,
fighting for a turn on the squat car, and trying not to embarrass yourself in front of Arnold Schwarznegger-culturist-types, going to the gym in the morning seems to be a hard crossing. Fortunately, Keelo allows you to avoid all the headaches of gym life, while still giving you more energy for the rest of the day through high
intensity, sweat-inducing workouts that can be done right in your home. No hassle, no questionable hygiene at the gym, just you and your sweat. And the best part is, the workouts are under 20 minutes - perfect for squeezing in before the day starts. Dark SkyCost: $3.99Getting caught up in a storm is fun in rom-coms,
but not so much when you're sprinting home through puddles of water without an umbrella. With Dark Sky on your phone, however, there are no more excuses for not knowing what will be falling from the sky, or temperature, or anything else in terms of atmosphere. Named as a hyperlocal weather app that uses robot
technology to predict the weather, Dark Sky gives you exactly the minute it will start raining in the exact place you are currently in. Screenshot by Stop, Breathe and Think/ShutterstockStop, Breathe &amp; Think Cost: Free, premium membership $9.99/monthWhen day hits 2pm, get tired, distracted, and generally cranky.
But this app provides quick and accessible guided meditation to recenter the mind and body. Easy to use, Stop, Breathe &amp; Think is built for all levels of tutors, from beginners to professionals. Text-based introduction in the app gives those who have the opportunity to learn the basics of meditation. During guided
meditations, vibrant images and relaxing sound help users eliminate the noise of everyday life. So whether you're struggling with an altercation with a colleague or you're exhausted on the subway at work, Stop, Breathe &amp; Think can give you peace of mind you need to go through the rest of the day. Things 3Cost:
$9.99 (for iPhone) Let's face it, there are hundreds of apps to help you manage your hectic workflow, but none are as thoughtful, and flat-out customizable as things. If Collecting your thoughts or getting organized for the next week, Things is modern-making list that allows you to set timers and add events to your
calendar in just a few taps. Use the Tonight feature to separate tasks that you can only check at home, easily drag and drop items from day or list to list, and add titles to divide larger projects into smaller tasks. In addition, the Things app has a very minimalist design, making the calendar feel less crowded already. IT'S
ALL ABOUT FINISHScreenshot through Cocktail Flow/ShutterstockCocktail FlowCost: Free, premium subscription $4.99/monthEaj a strong drink at happy hour is fun. Chilling in your home after a long, tiring day behind a desk is also fun. Combine your two competing desires with Cocktail Flow, the app that teaches you
to invent a delicious drink right in the comfort of your own kitchen. Search for recipes by category, would be strength and even color, and filter by the basic spirit you have at home. The free app saves you the cost of tipping a bartender, and puts hundreds of different cocktail recipes right at your fingertips to create a little
happy hour of your own – minus the crowds. Just WatchCost: FreeKeeping with all new versions on Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Prime, HBO, etc., is exhausting. And while it's tempting to give up and watch Martin's replays, Just Watch lets you instantly check which titles have been added to each streaming service without the
need to scroll through the home screens. Updated weekly, the app interface is easy and fast; simply select the streaming services you subscribe to and filter results by gender, date, and popularity. The days of IDK what to watch will disappear (although finding a title for both you and your roommate can agree on is still on
you). PzizzCost: Free, pro subscription $9.99/monthEven after the longest of days, it can still be hard to relax, relax, and stop all the distracting thoughts that keep us awake. For this, there's Pzizz, a sleeping app that uses music, a variety of soothing sound effects and voice to make sure you fall asleep quickly, stay in
the REM cycle and wake up feeling like a new person. Using advanced algorithm technology (which we won't even try to explain here), Pzizz creates a custom soundtrack that differs slightly every night, teaching your mind to associate these sounds with a restful sleep. Sleep.
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